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Sheehy decision

at two=day
conference
KEY decisions about the future
structure of Essex Police will be
senior officers next month.
Taking
on
board
the
Government's intentions regarding Sheehy, the White Paper and
the ~ o v acommission.
i
the aim
will b< to incorporate'national
changes upon the path the Force
itself has chosen to take over the
last five years.

A WHIRLWIND YEAR of intense negotiations, speeches and media
interviews comes to an end for the Chief Constable this month as he
steps down from his position as President of the Association of Chief
Police Officers.
With a decision on the controversial
Sheehy Report imminent, all he can do
now is wait and see what influence he
has had on Government thinking as the
prepares his plans On
reforming the Police Service.
But 'peaking this week, Mr Burrow

Operational
The conference will decide
whether there's a need for an
intermediate tier between operational
sub-divisions
and
Headquarters, and if so how it
should be organised.
I t will also look at whether to
remove a layer of management
and increase responsibility at local
level.
It will determine the number of
operational command units the
Force needs, and how their boundaries should be aligned.
I t will clarify which functions
t h e unit commander will be
responsible for, and which will be
provide by Headquarters departments.
The conference, which takes
place a t Wivenhoe, near
Colchester, on November 18 and
19, is the culmination of a five
year programme of development.
The aim of the programme has
been to deliver a high quality service to the public by meeting community expectations.

c'Precisely what the
will be
with regard to the structure of the
Police service and its relation with both
local and central government will need
to await the Police Bill which will be
introduced in Parliament later this
year."
"It's only when
the Government
announces its programme for change

said i t was his view that the
Government
embrace the
whole of the Sheehy Report:
"I think there is
an
awareness,
heightened by the
representations made
by all three staff
that we will know
associations, that to
how effective our
accept Sheehy in its
representations have
entirety
would
been. If when the
undermine the Police
Home Secretary
Service and therefore
publishes his views
I strongly suspect
on Sheehy and its
that the Government
exactly the same as
will
modify
what Sheehy said
Sheehy." he said.
then we will be sayThroughout the
Burrow.
ing he hasn't lisdebate he said he had
tened at all," he said.
enjoyed a close working relationship
said that in the light of
with the both the Police Federation oral evidence he gave to the Royal
and the Superintendent's Association
Commission on Criminal Justice he
and
at times
had
was very pleased with the recornmenalways been in total agreement, those
dations made, b u t i n terms of the
were the exceptions rather than the
Sheehy Report or the White Paper on
rule.
Police Reform, he didn't yet know how
Mr Burrow said he thought Sir effective ACPO's representations had
Patrick realised he was being fairly
been.
radical, but then he had been asked to
continued on page 2
be radical.
"I think the presentation of his
rep0rt
perhaps have been better
handled and I think if the report had
been more detailed on the reasoning
behind what he was seeking to do then
it could have been better understood,"
he said.

Structure
It marks a break from the old
hierarchical structure, where decisions were made centrally and
imposed locally.
In the build up to next month's
conference Essex Police has held
15 divisional workshops consulting
more than 200 staff of all levels
about the range of issues that concerned them.
The major issues are currently
being studied by four policy group
workshops, which will identify
options for change. At Wivenhoe,
the aim is to make decisions.
To communicate the decisions of
Wivenhoe to every member of
Essex Police, the Press a n d
Information department will be
publishing a leaflet called In
Touch.
This will be prepared during the
conference, and should be available at every sub-division and section on Monday, November 22, the
first weekday after the conference.

By Paul Dunt

Facing up to the floods
THE floods last week weren't the
worst t h a t Essex h a s seen b u t
they still brought their fair share
of heartache.
Now most of the water has drained
away and the damage is on the road
to repair, we can look back at some
of the incidents with a wry smile.
Like for instance the pregnant

-

woman in Holland-On-Sea who
dialled 999 in distress to report a
It seems her neighbours were
accusing her of pushing all of the
water over into their garden,
And we won't name and embarrass the two officers on GR66 who
radioed for urgent assistance from
Great Easton when they found them-

,

selves sinking.
HQ garage came to their rescue
but you think the constables 'would
have known better than to drive into
3ft of water.
C
And while HQ garage recovered
the police cars, NT units set about
rescuing stranded donkeys and cows.
Goodness knows what will happen
when we face some REAL floods.

